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Alphacool Upgrade-Kit for
NexXxoS GPX - Nvidia

Geforce GTX 1080 M05 -
black (without GPX Solo)

Special Price

$9.99 was

$62.95
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Short Description

With the new NexXxoS GPX coolers, Alphacool is once again a step ahead! Optimal performance and quality
in one offers this new cooling concept for little money!

Description

With the new NexXxoS GPX coolers, Alphacool is once again a step ahead! Optimal performance and quality
in one offers this new cooling concept for little money!

Features

Upgrade Kit: If you buy a new graphic card and want to integrate it into your cooling system, you do not need
to buy new graphics card coolers, which sometimes goes deep into the pockets, but can save money with this
Alphacool GPX upgrade kit. Simply unscrew the GPX cooler from the old cooling fins and install it on the new
cooling ribs or on the upgrade kit. - To achieve the best possible cooling performance, first remove the "old /
existing" heat transfer paste on the GPX cooler and wear a new thin Layer heat transfer paste between the
GPX cooler and the new upgrade kit.

Backplate: Included in the delivery is always a backplate, which once again cools the graphics card with small
passive cooling ribs, gives the graphics card a perfect impression and at the same time protects.

Cooling ribs: The passive cooling is carried out by means of perfectly matched, barely 18mm deep cooling
ribs, which completely cover the rest of the graphics card. Thanks to a light air circulation in the housing, this
cooler does not match the conventional coolers.

 Delivery without graphics card
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Specifications

Compatible:

 ASUS ROG Strix GeForce GTX 1080, STRIX-GTX1080-8G-GAMING, 8GB GDDR5X, DVI, 2x HDMI, 2x DisplayPort
(90YV09M1-M0NM00)

 ASUS ROG Strix GeForce GTX 1080 Advanced STRIX-GTX1080-A8G-GAMING 8GB GDDR5X (90YV09M2-
M0NM00)

 ASUS ROG Strix GeForce GTX 1080 OC STRIX-GTX1080-O8G-GAMING 8GB GDDR5X (90YV09M0-M0NM00)

 

Delivery:

1x Graphics card cooler
1x Backplate
Thermal pads
Heat conducting paste
Mounting material

 

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-12556-D

Weight 2.6000

Color Black

Vga GeForce GTX 1080

Block GPU Type Nvidia

Block Accessory Type Upgrade Kit

Material Aluminum

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197125567

Special Price $9.99
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